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I Bill Kenny believe, based upon data currently available and not taking into consideration the
data that will sur/ace from a simple investigation that the road to hell is paved with good
intentions. It seems as obvious as it originally appeared as a rule, instead of an exception.
The authorities have been deceived and should be pissed off but instead appear to be in
damage control and are concealing this problem instead of facing it. Let's get everything above
board are resolve it once and for all. (Note: emphasize once) Because of false assumptions a
mistake was made and things turned out much differently than they should have.
On the morning of Valentines Day Lisa Kenny and I were exchanging em ails about dividing up
pictures at 4pm at Blindlake. I emailed Lisa and said I would be there at 4pm to get my Y2 of the
wall pies. I left early afternoon and borrowed a neighbors truck, to pickup a bed for my son,
went to 99 and Westheimer to pick-up a Queen bed, frame, night stand, lamps. On the return
trip at 4pm I stopped at Blindlake. No one was there, I called Lisa from the porch, James (son

15) answered, they were around the corner and will be home in a minute. They arrived Lisa
opened the door and went in, I went in, James came in.

~J

Lisa and I were unable to decide on a procedure and "'anted to postpone it, so I began
removing the pictures I wanted from the wall collage of pictures. Lisa wasn't happy with me
taking pies and threatened to call the police, I said call the police and your attorney, you can't
keep my property this should have been exchanged 2 weeks ago when I left Blindlake on Feb
3rd.
Lisa started attacking me, hitting me, scratching me, biting me, pinch, punch, digging, etc. After
collecting 11 of the 37 pictures that I cared about I was trying to leave and Lisa pushed me into
a table. I finally got out the door and into the truck parked in the street, Lisa came running out
of the house and ran to my van, when she realized my brother was driving the van Lisa ran to
the truck. Before I could roll up the window and lock the door Lisa started reaching in for the
pies that were on the passenger seat. I pushed her back and drove away.
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Joe called around 7pm asking for Lisa and Maggie, I told that 2 faced lying snake they were not
able to come to the phone. After that calli realized Maggie was over at Gooselake, Joe was
calling and I wasn't sure what they were cooking up. My divorce has been just as exceptional as
this bizarre case.

Then next morning Lisa's attorney called me and told me I can't just barge into the house and
rip pictures offthe wall. We set up a conference call with our mediator, me, Lisa, Tamara
Bibb(atty), Allyson(mediator). At this point I had no idea that the police were called last night
to Blindlake and the mediator said 'Bill why don't you tell us what happened'. So instead of
revealing to everyone that Lisa beat me I said Lisa flIii expressed her dissatisfaction. Allyson
decided that we should take turns and divide all 37 pics within the next 24hrs. Which we did.

The following day Bill Kenny found out the details of this incident when his children told him
about it. Bill Kenny was very upset that he was never notified by the police of the TERRORIST
THREAT or that he was the SUBJECT OF A POliCE REPORT.

Bill Kenny started gathering facts about what had taken place behind his back. Based upon the
data available Bill Kenny came to the conclusion, that any unbiased 3

rd

party would, and that a

mistake has been made. Bill Kenny requests a full investigation and hopes this pursuit of justice
ends here. Bill Kenny will cooperate fully in this investigation, and prays there will be no
retaliation for bringing this to your attention.

